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performance criterion?), but in many cases, it is likely to be at 
least partially determined by the group membership of the per
son being evaluated. This is the argument we have advanced in 
an approach to understanding stereotype-based judgment called 
the shifting standards model (Biernat, 1995; Biernat & Kobry
nowicz, 1997; Biernat & Manis, 1994; Biernat et aI., 1991; 
Biernat, Vescio, & Manis, 1998; Kobrynowicz & Biernat, 1997). 

Specifically, this model suggests that when perceivers judge 
individual members of stereotyped groups on stereotype-rele
vant dimensions, they use within-category judgment standards. 
For example, given stereotypes that men are better leaders than 
women (Brown & Geis, 1984; Butler & Geis, 1990; Eagly, 
Karau, & Makhijani, 1995; Eagly, Makhijani, & Klonsky, 1992; 
Heilman & Kram, 1983; Malloy & Janowski, 1992), they are 
likely to judge the leadership competence of a particular woman 
relative to (lower) standards of competence for women and the 
leadership competence of a particular man relative to (higher) 
standards of competence for men. The result is that evaluations 
of men and women on leadership competence may not be di
rectly comparable, as their meaning is tied to different contexts: 
"Good" for a woman does not mean the same thing as "good" 
for a man (see also Kobrynowicz & Biernat, 1997). 

A standard incorporates the average and range that is expected 
from members of a group on a particular dimension and aids 
the judge in anchoring the endpoints of a subjective rating scale 
(e.g., high to low competence). Rating points are defined to 
reflect the expected distribution of category members on the 
dimension, with high numbers reserved for targets with the high
est expected level of the attribute among members of the cate
gory. When groups are expected to differ (i.e., when a stereotype 
is held), these endpoints are differentially anchored for the con
trasting groups (see variants of this theme in classic judgment 
models by Parducci, 1963, 1965; Postman & Miller, 1945; Up
shaw, 1962, 1969; Volkmann, 1951). 

Evidence supporting the operation of stereotype-based stan
dard shifts can be gleaned from comparisons between judgments 
that are made on such subjective rating scales ("slippery" 
scales whose units can be differentially defined and adjusted) 
to those made on objective rating scales (externally anchored, 
"common-rule" scales whose judgment units maintain a con
stant meaning across contexts and types of targets; see Biernat, 
1995). The key prediction of the shifting standards model is that 
objective judgments are more likely than subjective judgments to 
reveal the influence of stereotypes; because subjective scales 
can be differentially adjusted for different target categories, they 
may mask this influence. Thus, when perceivers make height 
judgments of male and female targets, men are decisively judged 
taller than women in inches (an objective, common-rule scale), 
but this sex-differential is significantly reduced when the subjec
tive labels "short" and "tall" are applied (Biernat et aI., 1991). 
That is, a man and a woman may be perceived quite differently 
in objective height (e.g., 6 feet 2 in. [1.88 m] if a man, 5 feet 
10 in. [1.78 m] if a woman), but both be labeled "tall." 

Tu date, the signature shifting standards pattern (stronger ste
reotyping effects on common-rule than subjective response 
scales) has been documented in a variety of judgment domains 
and for both sex and racial groups. Specifically, we have found 
that judges shift their standards in ratings of women versus men 
on the physical dimensions of height and weight and on the 

social dimensions of income, verbal ability, writing competence, 
aggression, parenting involvement, and job-related competence; 
standards for Blacks versus Whites similarly shift in the social 
domains of verbal ability, athleticism, and job-related compe
tence (Biernat & Kobrynowicz, 1997; Biernat & Manis, 1994; 
Biernat et al., 1991; Kobrynowicz & Biernat, 1997). 

Several, important questions about the model remain. First, 
does extended acquaintance with individual group members in
crease or decrease the use of within-category judgment stan
dards? Second, are within-category standards also applied when 
perceivers make self-judgments? Third, does judgment bias al
ways take the form of standard shifts; more specifically, do 
social categories such as sex and race function similarly (i.e., 
do judgment standards shift on the basis of both sex and race?), 
or do they exert different influences on judgment patterns? And 
finally, to what extent do contextual factors- for example, the 
number of women relative to men present in a judgment set
ting - influence the extent to which shifting standards are ap
plied? The present research represents an attempt to address 
these questions, as we moved from the controlled laboratory 
and the use of undergraduate psychology student participants to 
a military setting-a U.S. Army training facility-where male 
and female officers representing a variety of ethnic groups 
judged themselves and each other On the dimension of leadership 
competence during a 9-week training course. We viewed the 
Army setting as a means of theory testing, but this context had 
the added advantage of allowing examination of one additional 
research question: Can the laboratory-based findings regarding 
shifting standards be documented in a naturalistic setting, where 
meaningful judgments are made of live, interacting targets (see 
Sears, 1986)? 

Stereotyping Over Time 

The present studies incorporated a longitudinal design and 
thus allowed us to examine shifting standards patterns as they 
develop, change, or persist over time. How might increased 
acquaintance affect patterns of stereotyping and standard use? 
The broader literature on intergroup relations offers some an
swers. The contact hypothesis suggests that with increasing 
(positive) intergroup contact, prejudice and stereotyping should 
decrease (Allport, 1954; Amir, 1969, 1976; Cook, 1978). Posi
tive contact includes conditions characterized by "equal status, 
stereotype disconfirrnation, cooperation, high acquaintance po
tential, and equalitarian norms" (Hewstone, 1996, p. 327). 

To the extent that interaction among the Army captains in our 
studies meets many or all of the above criteria, stereotyping on 
the basis of sex or race should decrease over time. A similar 
prediction Can be derived from models of impression formation 
such as Fiske and Neuberg's (1990) continuum model and 
Brewer's ( 1988) dual process model. These models suggest that 
stereotypes will be relied on less and individuating information 
relied on more when motivation to individuate is high or when 
targets of perception do not fit relevant stereotypes. As partici
pants get to know each other over time and presumably discover 
that their peers do not neatly comply with stereotyped expecta
tions, they should reject the use of these stereotypes as they 
make judgments of leadership competence. From the shifting 
standards perspective, decreased use of stereotypes precludes 
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the operation of within-category standards to define the meaning 
of subjective judgmeut scales (see Biernat et aI., 1991). Thus, 
along with an overall reduction of stereotyping over time, differ
ences in judgment based on response scale (objective vs. subjec
tive) should be reduced as well. 

However, the competitive nature of military training may not 
provide optimal contact conditions, and there are also theoretical 
reasons to expect that reliance on stereotypes may increase, not 
decrease, with time and exposure. fur example, Darley and 
Gross (1983) have argued that stereotype-based expectancies 
function as hypotheses about a target person and that perceivers 
therefore require some data (behavioral evidence) before they 
are willing to use their stereotypes to render judgment. If this 
is the case, it may be that on first meeting individual members 
of stereotyped groups (Le., women and ethnic minorities), raters 
are unwilling to use these social categories as a basis of judg
ment. This inhibition may be driven by social desirability or 
"political correctness" norms, by the desire to protect an egali
tarian self-image (see Gaertner & Dovidio, 1986), or by episte
mic concerns (Leyens, Yzerbyt, & Schadron, 1994; Yzerbyt, 
Schadron, Leyens, & Rocher, 1994). In any case, if stereotypes 
are avoided in judgment, differential response scale effects 
should not be observed. However, with time and exposure to 
individuating information, the inhibition on use of stereotypes 
may be withdrawn and perceivers may read the behavioral evi
dence they collect in a stereotype-confirming manner (Darley & 
Gross, 1983; Hilton & Von Hippel, 1996; Snyder & Cantor, 
1979; Snyder & Swann, 1978; Stangor & Lange, 1994; Von 
Hippel, Sekaquaptewa, & Vargas, 1995). Over time, then, per
ceivers may be increasingly likely to use their stereotypes as a 
basis of judgment, and this should he most strongly evidenced 
on objective judgment scales. 

In summary, the shifting standards model posits that if use 
of sex or race as a judgment cue decreases with time (as might 
be predicted from the contact hypothesis), the signature shifting 
standards pattern should dissipate as well; if use of sex stereo
types increases with time (as might be predicted by extensions 
of the Darley & Gross, 1983, model), this should be particularly 
marked on objective, relative to subjective, judgment scales. 

Self-Judgments 

The shifting standards model has thus far focused on how 
within-category standards are used to judge others, but whether 
individuals similarly judge themselves relative to their in-group 
standards (and therefore show different self-judgments on sub
jective vs. objective response scales) has not been tested. The 
extensive literature on social comparison theory suggests that 
we do compare ourselves (i.e., assess our opinions and abilities) 
to similar others (Festinger, 1954; see also Goethals & Darley, 
1977; Halpin, 1970; Wood, 1989), and in a considerable amount 
of research from this perspective, similarity is based on social 
category memberships such as sex (e.g., Buunk & VanYperen, 
1991; Major, 1989, 1993; Major & furcey, 1985; Major & Testa, 
1989; Zanna, Goethals, & Hill, 1975). 

There is also substantial evidence that as a consequence of 
self-categorization processes, individuals engage in seif-stereo
typing-ascribing to themselves the attributes of their groups 
(e.g., Biernat, Vescio, & Green, 1996; Hardie & McMurray, 

1992; Haslam, Oakes, Thrner, & McGarty, 1996; Hogg & Thrner, 
1987; Lau, 1989; Lorenzi-Cioldi, 1991; Simon, Glassner-Bay
er!, & Stratenwerth, 1991; Simon & Hamilton, 1994; Turner, 
1982; Thrner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). To 
the extent, then, that the self is categorized as a member of a 
stereotyped group and that comparison of self to in-group others 
occurs, the processes previously outlined for stereotype-based 
judgment of others may also apply to the self. That is, the use 
of within-category judgment standards may lead to reductions of 
self-stereotyping effects on subjective compared with objective 
judgment scales: If women judge themselves relative to women 
and men relative to men, subjective judgment scales will mask 
female-male differentials in self-evaluation. Such a pattem 
would link the shifting-standards model with the literatures on 
social comparison, social identity, and self-stereotyping by dem
onstrating that within-group comparison processes allow indi
viduals to shift or adjust the meaning of subjective evaluative 
dimensions for judgments of both others and themselves. 

Comparing Sex and Race 

The military provides an ideal context in which to examine 
stereotyping effects. Widely publicized concerns about sexual 
harassment in military contexts. women's admission to formerly 
male-only military academies, sex-segregated basic training, 
double standards in the treatment of sexually active military 
men and women, and the role of female soldiers in combat 
attest to the relevance of sex and sex stereotyping in this setting 
(Francke, 1997; Martindale, 1990; Presidential Commission on 
the Assignment of Women in the Armed furces, 1992; Pryor, 
1988; U.S. Department of Defense, 1988). Furthermore, in their 
recent meta-analysis on sex and perceived leader effectiveness, 
Eagly et al. (1995) reported a significantly larger effect size (d 
= .42) for studies done in military settings compared with those 
done in other organizational contexts (ds ranged from -.15 to 
.07): In the military, but generally not in other settings, men 
fared better than women in perceived leadership effectiveness. 
Problems with racial stereotyping and bias have also been at 
issue at various points in military history (see Smither & Hous
ton, 1991; St. Pierre, 1991; C. )(lUng, in Terkel, 1980), though 
some have argued that this institution represents one of the 
great success stories on issues of racial discrimination since the 
passage of the 1948 Executive Order that integrated the armed 
services (Moskos & Butler. 1996; Pulakos, White, Opple!; & 
Borman. 1989). 

Although stereotypes based on both sex and race may affect 
judgments of U.S. Army officers, there is also reason to suspect 
that sex may be the more salient categorical distinction in mili
tary contexts and that the Army setting may be more likely to 
instantiate differential standards based on sex than on race. 
Women are less well represented in the Army (and in the present 
studies) than are racial minorities (the total active duty Army 
is roughly 45% non-White and 14% female; see Defense Equal 
Opportunity Management Institute, 1995). and women's poten
tial roles in the military are actively limited in a way that is 
not true for racial minorities (e.g., combat exclusions apply to 
women). Furthermore, leadership competence- the judgment 
dimension on which we focused in the present research - is a 
marked component of sex stereotypes (Bem, 1974; Eagly et a!., 
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1992, 1995; Spence, He1mreich, & Stapp, 1974) but appears in 
no list of common racial stereotypes (e,g" see Devine & Elliot, 
1995; Niemann, Jennings, Rozelle, Baxte!; & Sullivan, 1994), 
Thus, we may be more likely to find evidence of sex- than race
based judgment bias in this context. 

Differences based on sex versus race may be even more appar
ent when one considers the issue of standards in the military, 
Explicit in Army code, for example, is the fact that the adjust
ment of standards on the basis of race does not occur, In their 
book detailing this facet of the Army, Moskos and Butler ( 1996) 
wrote: "The Army does not lower its standards; it elevates its 
recruits and soldiers" (p, 74), and "the Army does not patron
ize or infantilize Blacks by implying that they need special 
standards in order to succeed" (p. 72). Even more relevant to 
the shifting standards model, • 'the military has no hint of two 
promotion lists in which Whites are compared only with Whites, 
Blacks only with Blacks" (p. 70). This stands in contrast with 
recommendations for military policy on tbe issue of sex set by 
the Presidential Commission on the Assignment of Women in 
the Armed Forces (1992): "The Services should retain gender
specific physical fitness tests and standards" (p. 5). "Entry 
level training may be gender-specific as necessary" (p. 9), 
"Military pre-commissioning training may be gender-normed" 
(p. II), and "women should be excluded from direct land 
combat units and positions" (p. 24; see also Francke, 1997). 

If military personnel attend to these policies and procedures, 
and if, therefore, judgment' standards are adjusted on the basis 
of sex but not race, the implications for the shifting standards 
model in this context are clear: We should find evidence of 
standard shifts (i.e., stronger evidence of stereotyping on com
mon-rule than subjective scales) only when sex, but not race, 
is the relevant category cue. A lack of judgment scale differences 
does not necessarily imply, however, that all signs of bias based 
on race will be absent. For example, if negative stereotypes 
are applied to minorities, but perceivers avoid shifting their 
standards, a race bias, but no differences across judgment scales, 
should emerge. Such a finding would delimit the shifting stan
dards model by indicating that stereotyping need not always 
prompt standard shifts; contextual factors that discourage differ
ential standard use may override this tendency. More generally, 
differential findings for sex and race could indicate that stereo
types are a necessary, but not sufficient, precursor to shifting 
standards effects. 

Context and Category Salience 

In addition to norms and policies, one aspect of a group 
setting that may increase the salience of a social category is 
the number of category members present. Specifically, research 
suggests that an inrlividual who is the sole representative of his 
or her group (a "solo") draws increased attention; tltis atten
tion, in turn, leads perceivers to judge the solo more extremely
often, more stereotypically-than they otherwise would (Bier
nat & Vescio, 1993; Taylor & Fiske, 1978; Taylor, Fiske, Et
coff, & Ruderman, 1978). Furthermore, solos themselves tend 
to experience increased self-focus and encounter problems such 
as unrealistic expectations, uninformative feedback, and social 
isolation (Kanter, 1977; Pettigrew & Martin, 1987). Solo status 
therefore has implications for both the impressions perceivers 

form and for self-perception (i.e., for stereotyping of others as 
well as the self). 

As already indicated, women are a distinct minority in the 
broad context of the military as well as in the studies described 
here. Furthermore, some of the groups we examined in our 
research included a solo woman, whereas others included 2 
women, providing an opportunity to examine the impact of 
gender status (l vs. 2 women present) on judgments of own 
and others' leadership competence. A unique prediction from 
the shifting standards model is that stereotyping effects will 
take a form that follows from the increased use of within-sex 
judgment standards in groups containing only one woman. Spe
cifically, if solo status draws perceivers' attention to the solo 
and draws the solo's attention to herself, the use of sex as a cue 
to judgment will likely increase. On objective or common-rule 
rating scales, these sex effects will be clearly revealed: Men 
will be judged and judge themselves as more competent than 
solo women. However, if sex stereotypes have their impact 
through the activation of within-category judgment standards, 
subjective judgments will mask these stereotyping effects: Solo 
women will be particularly likely to judge themselves and be 
judged relative to women, and men in these solo-woman groups 
will have a heightened tendency to judge themselves and be 
judged relative to men. The result of these processes is little or 
no effect of sex stereotypes on subjective ratings. In short, the 
shifting standards pattern-stronger stereotyping on common
rule than on subjective scales-will be intensified in groups 
containing a solo woman. 

To summarize, the present studies were designed to extend 
previous theory and research on the shifting standards model in 
several ways: (a) by examining longiturlinal patterns of stereo
typing on objective and subjective judgment scales; (b) by as
sessing whether self-judgments, like other-judgments, are af
fected by category-specific standard use; (c) through testing the 
scope and limits of the shifting standards model by examining 
whether sex and race categories have differential effects on 
judgment in a context that actively sanctions standard shifts in 
one case (sex) but not in the other (race); and ( d) by consider
ing the effects of a group contextual factor-the number of 
women present -on patterns of standard shifts in both self- and 
other-judgments. 

Sample 

Study 1 

Method 

Participants were 100 students at the Combined Arms and Services 
Staff School (CAS3) at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. All were U.S. Army 
Commissioned Officers at the rank of captain who represented each of 
the three general branches of service (Combat Arms, Combat Support, 
and Combat Service Support). The Combat Arms specialty includes 
aviators, infantry personnel, and special forces personnel (this is often 
perceived as the most prestigious of the branches) ; the Combat Support 
branch includes military police, military intelligence, engineers, and 
chemical corps~ and the Combat Service Support ~taff include finance, 
ordnance, transportation, and quartermaster corps. Table 1 presents the 
complete breakdown of the sample by the categories of sex, race, and 
branch of service. 
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Table 1 
Sample Frequencies by Branch of Service, Sex, 
and Race, Study 1 

Combat ann and sex 

Combat 
Combat Combat Service 

Arms Support Support 

Race Men Women Men Women Men Women 

White 31 2 31 4 10 I 
Black 3 0 6 I 2 0 
Asian 3 0 0 2 0 0 
Hispanic 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Native American 0 0 0 0 I 0 

Total 38 2 37 7 14 2 

Course and Population Description 

Total 

79 
12 
5 
3 
1 

100 

The officers participated in the present research during the course of 
their 9-week training at Fort Leavenworth, The CAS3 program provides 
training in advanced tactical decision making and division level staff 
skills and is a requirement for promotion to major. The goals of the 
course are to "improve ability to analyze and solve military problems, 
improve communications skills, and improve ability to interact and coor~ 
dinate as a member of a staff" (CAS3 Office, 1997). Each session of 
CAS3 involves roughly 500 students who are divided into groups of 12 
or 13; we received permission to study 8 of these groups (100 students). 
The policy is to establish groups such that proportionate distribution 
based on sex, race, and branch of service is obtained: Each group of 
12-13 officers typically includes at least 1 woman, 2-3 officers of 
minority ethnic origin, and representatives from a variety of service 
branches. The students live, eat, work, and conduct physical training 
together for 12-14 hr a day. Of the eight groups we studied, five included 
solo women, and three included 2 women. 

The 9-week course centers around a series of individual and group 
tasks (e.g., war garnes, decision making and planning, and oral commu
nication exercises). As part of the regular course curriculum, each exer
cise perfonnance by an individual or the group is evaluated on nine 
leadership competencies: communications, teaching and counseling, sol
dier team development, technical and tactical proficiency, supervision, 
decision making, planning, use of available systems, and professional 
ethics. These evaluations are made by section leaders and are treated as 
confidential communications that do not appear on officers' permanent 
records. 

Data Collection Procedures 

At three time points during the 9-week course, participants were asked 
to both rate and rank their groupmates and themselves with regard to 
their overall effectiveness as . 'leaders/commanders." The order in which 
ratings and rankings were made was counterbalanced, and this variable 
had no effect on the findings reported below. Within each group, officers 
were given an alphabetical list of group members' names, alongside 
which they made their judgments. The rating questionnaire required 
officers to judge the leadership competence of their groupmates aod 
themselves on 5-point scales. Scale points were labeled outstanding, 
excellent, satisfactor}; needs improvement, and needs much improve
ment; this is the same rating system that Army personnel use to evaluate 
students' progress through the course. The ranking questionnaire in
cluded the same alphabetical list and required officers to rank order each 
member of their group (induding themselves) with regard to leadership 

competence. We have argued elsewhere that rank orders meet our criteria 
of objectivity in the sense that they invite the use of a single dimension 
on which to evaluate all individuals in a given context (in this case, 
one's small group; see Biernat & Manis, 1994). This imposition of a 
single judgment array stands in contrast to the multiple and shifting 
meanings that are possible when subjective ratings are made. 

The first data collection took place at zero acquaintance (Albright, 
Kenny, & Malloy, 1988) on Day 1, in the first minutes of the course. 
At this point, students had not yet introduced themselves to each other, 
but each was dressed in full uniform and seated behind a narne plate. 
Time 2 data collection took place at the end of Week 3 of the course. 
This point marked a transition in curriculum from an emphasis on 
intensive individual work to group work. Therefore, Time 2 judgments 
were made after students had lived, studied, and recreated together for 
a considerable time, but before they had explicitly worked together as 
a unit on group decision making and tactical training projects. The final 
data collection took place at the end of Week 8, after the completion of 
a 5-week period of highly intensive group work. 

Additional demographic and background information was also col
lected at Time 1. On average, participants were 31 years old (range = 

27 -47) and had been in commissioned service for 8 year, (range = 4-
14). Officers were also provided with a checklist of possible military 
honors (badges and medals) and asked to indicate those they had person
ally been awarded. Badges and medals were weighted by prestige to 
create the variables medals and badges. described below. 

Results 

Overview 

We treated the target of judgment (rather than the judger) as 
the unit of analysis. Thus, the dependent variables of interest 
were (a) the mean leadership ranking and rating the target re
ceived from his or her grouprnates (excluding the self-judgment) 
and (b) the target's self-rating and ranking, at each time point 
(corrected for number of group members, 12 or 13).1 Judgment' 
were reverse scored such that high numbers indicated more 
favorable evaluations. We first report preliminary analyses that 
consider each captain's individual achievements (medals and 
badges) and the relationship between these awards and the judg
ments received. Next, we tum our attention to the effects of the 
two different social categories on evaluations: target sex and 
race (White vs. non-White; more specific racial breakdowns 
were prohibited by the low sample sizes). Because of the distri
bution of our sample across these categories as well as across 
branch of service (see Table I), we could not examine the 
category joint effects; instead we report separate Category X 
Rating Scale (rating vs. ranking) x Time analyses of variance 
(ANOVAs), focusing on sex and race, in tum. The same analy
ses are repeated for self-ratings and self-rankings. 

Medals and Badges 

Participants provided three types of infonnation that we con
sidered indicative of their general past achievement; The number 
and types of medals and badges they had earned in their Army 

I The' estimates of judgments received by one's groupmates were 
highly reliable at Times 2 and 3 (for Time 2 and 3 rankings, average 
Cronbach's as = .87 and .93, respectively; fOT Tatings, .82 and .91), 
though Time I interjudge agreement was lower (mean alphas for rank
ings and ratings, respectively, were .66 and .44). 
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careers ancl whether Ihey had n (:l'Imh81 pll.1c h, lIil:nifying depluy· 
II1C1l I In 11 comlml 'IAMIC. TIII;Sc variables ..... ere lI'ignHiCitntly corn:

IlIled wilh the mean judgments captains received from their 
&roopmales al e;I{:h of the three time points. The average correla
tions wn-e ,20 belween numbu of mtdals and evaluation ~

ccived, .38 bet\llff:n number of hnd@'Cj; nnd e\'olWltion received. 
nnd .25 between COlllhllt deplnyment (nn Of }'Cli) and C\llluaLion 
received, 11 f;; _ Inn, pli < .U5. 111H1 i~, 11I~OCIS wt;:l"t;:julil,:oo more 
litvtlrllbly 11-.; more hoOOl'S they h.!ld rel.'Civcd. Tb.: n;hluunship 
bctwcc;n IIchicvcm:nlltntl t!\flIlulllion ltlsoremained stable at.iOS:i

time ami across judgmenl type (rating vs. rlJlking ) , Ihough the 
correlations with ranking.~ tended 10 !:It: strooger. 

Am:aly~.~ o l ~n tndico.lcd Ihm male captains tended tn have 
~ Ijghl ly higher achicvcmCtll ( M ... "" 9.1,14 barlgc§. l.1 .:W nll.!dlll ,.. 
and 42% IllIving IInJcr!:ullt.: CU lI1iJ lIt lICplUYIIIClIt ) tlill n fC1lll1lc 
e)tptl1i nlj ( eumpI1TII.blc M~ - 4.45. 9.64. "nd 18%). though these 
lIifft.:n ;ru.:cs w~e lI()I rc lillble (p~ <: . 14 ). IrVlUte captains ( M ::= 

10.67) h.td ~ij"rnificantl)' mOTe bad~s than non"'Wllite captains 
( M '" 4.33). t (98) = 2.72. p < .01. and nonsignificantly more 
medals ( M '" 13.5H) Olnd combat deploymcnt (43%) than non· 
While capUlin~ ( M~ '" 1Il.71 and 24%, II~ -< . 1") ? 

Sndh.1 Ctltegnry-na~ed Raring:; alln RanJci1lg.~ 
Over TIme 

Given the findings described. Olbove. we thought it WOlS 1m · 

porumt to conuol for P:L .. t o.wards in our Ilrullyses examining 
~iol category effect~ o n evaluation. The U . ..c of con(rol ~ for 
these and other fl:tewl1I describtxl hdnw I'rovitlt;:S sume /!.SSUHIII I.lC 
that ltny ub!ICn'{:d cITCl:t~ arc ~crcolypinl: e[fcct~ . T<!Ithcr than 
pcn:t;pI.iQru; based on the argu/l.bly diaKnostil: l:lIeS of past 
al:rue\"emenl ( bowe\'eT much these mly have been inftueoced by 
the judgmental biases of other Army personnel) . \"'e therefore 
took the following steps before computing the critical Category 
X Time x Judgment Scole AM1V/\~. Fim. to make it ~ .. ihle 
to directly compare rnllking~ !'lnd rllt.ing~. we. $;tandardi1.cd judg
Illl.!lIl~ within sel1l!:: type (1"IllillUl1ll( l nlllkinu) 11 11d ~CI"OSll lillie 
puinl~ . ThCS<.l ~~ll(hlt(.IizOO scorcs were tht:n reb'TCSSOO un the 
following <.:Of1trol fac tOR: Medah. badges. combat deployment, 
number of yean of commissioned service. CAS3 group size ( 12 
or 13). and brnnch of service (a 3· le\"el variable ). "Il1.i s latter 
faclor wo.s included OeCDuse we fnurd. that individuals !"mm 
the hi8h.~tatu $ service branch (Cnmhat Anm) rccci\'ed 1Il0rc 
fa vorable elialuatinlls lhon UlO$;C fro m the lower .<;tatu~ bronches 
a l CflCh IJOint in liu-.;; ( mcnlL r Ildwccn hfllnch Hilt! CVlliUl1tiuliS 
'" .3 1). FiIll1I\y. in tllIdjliun lu the s ix control fllCturs. we 1Iiso 
n:~sctl j udgmentli on tar!.<ct TlUX when we v.;shcd 10 focu s 
on s~x dreels and on lar&,<: t sex when we ""'isbed to f tK."US un 
race effects. Thus. In W Sex x Time X Judgment &:a.le mixed· 
design ANOVA reporle<i below. the dependent measures were 
dx residuals that remained after controlling for rnce. br.lnch. 
medals. bad~e8. combat depluyment. oomber of yean of com
mission«! service. and groop size; similarly. me Race x Time 
x Scale A.!~OVA was based on the residuals that remained after 
controlling fOT sex. branch. medals. badges. combat deployment, 
years of commissioned sen 'ice. and group siu.J 

Ta'X~1 J~X. Figure I depicts the male female sex differen
tial fo r rdnkings and rat ings at each of the three time points. 
All the t1 iffen:nces were ~ili"'e. indicating that male cap(aill5 

Tmo , Tim() 2 

T~ 

TIIne 3 

Fig,. .... f . SC~ dlfferennal in leadcnhip judgments of groupmalt$ by 
IUpOn5e sul6 .:lIld rime poler, Study 1. 

were jud~d more fo.vorllb ly (as bettC( Icaders.) (hOll rellli'l!c 
capta..In~. In o.ddilion, UK sex d ifrerential ..... as grCH1~ on leader
ship mnk:ing.~ lhllll nttings, lind the judJ;lIIent differential lip
j>eared to incrcUM: wil li lin-.;; . 11-.;; ANOVA revealed 1 ..... 0 />;gni fi · 
L;llIIt efrects: II Illll.in cm ... 'Ct o f Iltrget sex. F{l. 98) = 3.92. p -
.05. anc.llhc pn:c.Iicted Se.Jt X Scale interaction . F{ I. 9R ) = 4.20. 
p < .OS. However. neither the Sex x Time nor the Sex X Tillie 
X Sc·ale interaction WllS significant (p~ > .22) . 

Overall . .In ~tandardild unit~ . women (M ;; - .41 ) WCl"t.: 
judged le~s favorably than .rocn ( M - .It5 ). Furtht:rmurc.. Ihis 
difference wa.q reliohly laq~cr for I"Imkings ( Ms '" - .60 anti .07 
lOr women and IIlCl"I . n::;pc{.1ively) th«n for I1lling~ (oomparable 
Ms'" - .23 and .03 ). This bUer pattern i~ the trademark shifting 
Mlllndnnh effect: Sll!l"Cotyping effecls were stronger on objective 
(ranking ) than subjective (rating) judgment scales . AnOlI)'scs 
.... i thin time poitlt and .scale type ",I so reYeo.led thnt the malc 
female rnnking differenriQI ..... as marg inally significant III Ti me 
I If) <: . 12) and rciiohle III hoth limcs 2 ~ lId 3 lp ~ < .05 ): 
however. the ll'\a le- fc lIlHlc rlli ing .. lirrcrcntill l w~s not rclill.bb:: al 
uny ur till.! linll.! (luint /> ( Flj < I ). Finally. St:pat""dte Sex x Time 
IIlinlyllCs un nUlkin!:!:> lind ral in~~ rcv~ lcd that for ran kings. the 
IIIlI il1 e ffl.'Ct of:lex W!I.S re li",ble. F ( I. 98 ) - 7.8 1. p < .01. and 
the Sex x Time interal.1..ion approached significance. F {2, 196 ) 
= 2.35. p < .10. r""(lf rmngs, neithn"effect was significant ("'s <.: 

I See FralX"ke ( 1997) fOf l .JillCu!lSiuu uf how I!'-, KkT bias may ellll.T 
inlo the Mwllnliug of 1llI..,J;o],; yrl..l bordKCl>. 10 the c:\!cnt lhat bW. bLo;cd 
UI! ciUu ~e:\ IIr rk""C: lIell .. 1.I I1>, lh.:!ia: aWllJ"(h t::IInnut be L'()fI>;id,_TCti INn: 
inlhc.lIlrlrI of camplHt.nee or menl NOllt llW!let.l;. t he~' are \')1;.l)ie lndi~, . 

101'$ IJ f PUt (ac tnowledl:Cd ) olChie\"tffiMt. whi(;h may pro\i~ ~ 
Jegiliro:lle basis for comp''lell~ judall~llts. 

, Tbese conteo1 rlll'WU IICcounu:u rur 11.11 . '·CIlIj!\: of 21 % of Ihe vuri. 
Mllct; ;n 1'"1,"'1 jurlgmcnl~. In lInll )'lIC.~ Wilhoer! 11\c....: (;1II11n>ts, the crr;,.'(;I.. 
of 1<11(;1.1 o.!egnry mem~.dI;p t 'lel ~nd n ee) either rermined rhe 5ame 
or ;ncreued in Slren~h . In St':"enl. me aMIyse.s with eOnll"(ll$ offer a 
InOf"e eonseo'alive re$! of Mffl!OI)'p ln& effec ts: where etfec~ em«~. we 
t~n be more t onfidc:nt or them. 
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1). In summary, although it appears that sex-based stereotyping 
effects increased with time, statistical support for this was lim
ited to the ranking conditions and, even in this case, was not 
strong. Overall, however, the data support the shifting standards 
pattern of stronger evidence of sex bias on leadership rankings 
than on ratings. 

In a follow-up analysis, we examined whether the number of 
women present in a group (lor 2) moderated the above effects. 
It did not-in a Sex X Time X Scale X Number of Women 
ANOYA, all Fs involving this factor were less than 1. 

Target race. A comparable Race X Time X Scale ANOYA 
on judgment residuals revealed a marginal main effect of race, 
F(1, 98) = 3.49, p < .07, and a Race X Time interaction, F(2, 
196) = 5.11, p < .01. Non-White captains (M = -.27) were 
evaluated more negatively than White captains (M = .07), and 
the pro-White bias increased over time (White/non-White dif
ferential was -.12 at Time I, .52 at Time 2, and .60 at Time 
3). Neither the Race X Scale nor the Race X Scale X Time 
interaction was significant (ps > .30)" 

Because each CAS3 group included at least 2 non-White 
officers, each individual officer was evaluated by both White 
and non-White groupmates. It was therefore possible to examine 
whether race of judge, in addition to race of target, affected 
patterns of evaluation.' For each target person, we calculated 
the mean judgment received from White groupmates and the 
mean judgment received from non-White groupmates. These 
means were standardized within scale type and residualized as 
described earlier, then submitted to a Target Race X Judge Race 
X Time X Scale ANOYA. Significant effects of judge race, F( I, 
98) = 7.08, p < .01; the Target Race X Judge Race interaction, 
F(1, 98) = 21.06, p < .0001; and the Judge Race X Time 
interaction, F(2, 196) = 4.33, p < .05, were subsumed by the 
significant Target Race x Judge Race X Time interaction, F(2, 
196) = 12.88, P < .0001 (no other effects were significant). 
This three-way interaction is depicted in Figure 2; judgments 
by White raters and non-White raters are shown in separate 
panels. 

As can be seen in this figure, White and non-White judges 
showed markedly different judgment patterns. Although both 
groups showed no race bias in judgments at Time I (White/ 
non-White Time I differences were nonsignificant; ps > .10), 
each group generally demonstrated in-group bias (more favor
able evaluations of own race than other race) 6 at Times 2 and 
3. However, simple effects tests indicated that only the race 
differences at Times 2 and 3 for White judges were reliable. To 
better interpret the interaction, we computed separate Target 
Race X Time X ScaleANOYAs for White and non-White j udges. 
Among White judges, significant effects were obtained for target 
race, F(l, 98) = 7.22, p < .01; time, F(2, 196) = 3.99, p < 
.05; and the Target Race x Time interaction, F(2, 196) = 11.85, 
p < .0001. Among non-White judges, howevet; no effects were 
reliable (all ps > .20). Separate Target Race X Judge Race X 
Scale ANOYAs within each time point also indicated that the 
Target Race X Judge Race interaction was not significant at 
Time 1 (F < 1) but was reliable at both Times 2 and 3, Fs 0, 
98) = 21.34 and 26.76, respectively, ps < .0001. Thus, this 
overall pattern of results supports three conclusions: (a) White 
evaluators demonstrated stereotypical (pro-White) judgment 
bias at Times 2 and 3; (b) non-White evaluators demonstrated 

some (nonreliable) tendency toward bias favoring their minority 
groupmates, also at Times 2 and 3; and (c) neither group showed 
evidence of using race-based shifting standards-in no case did 
type of response scale moderate judgments. 

Self-Rankings and Ratings 

Medals and badges. Although awards were significantly re
lated to judgments received, we found little evidence that past 
achievements (medals. badges. combat deployment) affected 
self-evaluations. When these variables were correlated with each 
of the six self-judgments (self rating and ranking at each of 
three time points), rs ranged from - .14 to .21, with a mean 
of .07. 

Sex effects. To be consistent with our analyses of other
judgments, we standardized self-judgments within scale type 
and across time and regressed these judgments on the set of 
control variables described earlier (including race). The Sex X 
Time X Judgment Scale ANOVA on the residuals indicated a 
main effect of sex, F( 1, 87) = 5.26, p < .05, and a significant 
three-way interaction, F(2, 174) = 7.26, P < .0001. However, 
this interaction was further clarified by including the group 
context factor in our analysis-the number of women who were 
present in a given group (1 or 2). Of course. conducting this 
analysis meant that we had to divide the already small number 
of women ( 11) into even smaller groups of 5 solos and 6 non
solos. With the appropriate caveats prompted by these small 
samples, the reanalysis nonetheless documented a reliable Sex 
X Time X Response Scale X Number of Women (1 vs. 2) 
interaction, F(2. 170) = 3.68, P < .05. 

Figure 3 depicts this interaction as separate three-way interac
tions for solo and non-solo groups. Looking only at groups 
containing solo women (top panel of graph), we found that the 
three-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of sex, F(1, 51) = 
7.55,p < .01, and a Sex X Scale interaction, F(1,51) = 5.57, 

4 Although we grouped al1 non-White targets into a single racial cate
gory, there was some variability in the judgments specific minority group 
members received. The mean standardized but otherwise unadjusted 
judgments (across time and judgment scale) received by Whites, Asians, 
Hispanics, Blacks, and the single Native American target. respectively, 
were .15. -.05. -.66. -.74, and -.72. In general, the Asian targets 
were judged more similar to White targets than to the other minority 
groups. When we deleted judgments of the 5 Asian officers from the 
analysis reported in the text. the only change was that the main effect 
of race was reliable, rather than marginal, in the reduced data set, F ( 1, 
93) = 4.74, p < .05. Tn short, in this and other analyses. we found no 
reason to believe that our gross White-non-White distinction disguised 
any meaningful effects. 

, The analogous analysis was not possible with regard to sex, as 5 of 
the 11 women in the sample were only evaluated by men (i.e .. they 
were solo women in their groups). and the other 6 women were evaluated 
by only l woman and by \0 or 11 men. 

6 Because the group of non-\Vhite officers includes Blacks, Hispanics, 
Asians, and Native Americans, the "in-group bias" label is not techni
cally correct-for example. a single Black target may have been judged 
by another Black officer (in-group member) as well as an Asian or 
Hispanic officer (other non-Whites. but not in-group members). None
theless. we use the label to refer to the more global categories of White 
versus non-White. 
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Table 2 
Zero-Order Correlations Between Self-Judgments and 
Judgments by Others 

Judgment 
type 

Ranks 
Men 
Women 

Ratings 
Men 
Women 

Ranks 
White 
Non-White 

Ratings 
White 
Non-White 

Time 1 

.03 

.20 

By sex 

-.35*' 
.24 

By race 

.13 
-.03 

-.19t 
-.53* 

Time 2 

.25' 
-.16 

.15 
-.19 

.34*' 

.10 

.23' 

.03 

Time 3 

.31 " 

.09 

.40*** 
-.09 

.38*** 

.15 

.45*** 
-.30 

t p < .10 (marginally significant). * p < .05. '* P < .01. , •• P 
< .001. 

Objective rankings revealed evidence of stereotypes, and subjec
tive ratings masked these effects. We believe this occurred be
cause Army captains judged women relative to women and men 
relative to men, but rankings forced them to array their 
groupmates on a single judgment continuum. Although the inter
action between target sex, judgment scale, and time was not 
significant, it was also the case that rankings, but not ratings, 
produced some evidence of increased stereotyping with time, 
as participants evolved from strangers to familiars. 

This general pattern of increased stereotyping with time is 
consistent with Darley and Gross's (1983) stereotypes as 
hypotheses model. In general, sex and race were not used as a 
basis for judgment at Time 1; neither the Time 1 ratings nor the 
Time 1 rankings revealed reliable sex or race effects. Partici
pants may have felt that they needed to see some performance 
evidence before assuming that women and non-Whites would 
be less competent than men and Whites. By Time 2, after 3 
weeks of interactive contact, they apparently had seen enough 
evidence to confirm their stereotype-based hypotheses. 

What evidence do we have that these effects represent stereo
typic biases rather than an accurate assessment of relative perfor
mance? First, stereotyping effects held even after controlling for 
a variety of factors that might conceivably be a~sociated with 
actual performance-medals, badges, combat deployment, and 
branch/specialty. Controlling for these factors should "level the 
playing field" such that what remains are "pure" category 
effects (i.e., bias).' Second, there was little agreement between 
women's self-judgments and the judgments they received from 
others, or between self- and other-judgments for non-Whites 
(see Table 2). Self -other agreement is one accuracy criterion 
(see Funder, 1995; Judd & Park, 1993), and it was generally 
not met here. Overall, then, we suggest that our data reflected 
bias based on category membership (sex and race) and that this 
bias, when assessed by rankings, generally increased with time. 

We must note, however, that only in the case of target sex 

(but not race) did judgment bias take the form predicted by the 
shifting standards model. That is, the pro-male sex bias was 
more pronounced on rankings than on ratings, but in the case 
of race, White judges evaluated Whites more favorably than 
non-Whites, regardless of judgment scale. Why might this be? 
On the basis of both anecdotal and more formal accounts, we 
believe this is true at least partly because the military is explicit 
in its use of differential standards for women but not for racial 
minorities (see Mosko, & Butler, 1996). If Army captains incor
porate these "rules" regarding standards, their subjective lead
ership judgments should be adjusted for sex but not race. This 
is precisely the pattern that emerged. 

Furthermore, captains' self-judgments were affected by sex 
but not race. Women judged themselves more negatively than 
men judged themselves, but non-Whites and Whites showed 
comparable patterns of self-judgments. Consistent with the use 
of within-sex standards to judge the self, evidence of sex-based 
shifting standards-stronger sex effects on rankings than on 
ratings-appeared at Time 1. In other words, within-category 
standards were used to judge the self, just as they were to judge 
others. In groups with solo women, the shifting standards effect 
on self-judgments also continued to be documented at Times 2 
and 3 (see Figure 3) . Much prior literature has documented that 
solo contexts produce increased attention to and stereotyping of 
the solo member (Biernat & Vescio, 1993; Kanter, i977; Taylor, 
1981; Taylor et aI., 1978; cf. Oakes, 1987). In the present study, 
we found no evidence that the judgments women received from 
their groupmates varied as a result of the number of women in 
the group, but the solo context clearly increased and sustained 
the tendency for sex to be used as a standard in making self
judgments. 

In summary, the data from Study 1 both support and extend 
predictions from the shifting standards model. However, given 
the small sample size, and particularly the smaIl number of 
women, we felt it would be vahiable to replicate the findings in 
a larger, independent sample. 

Study 2 

Method 

Participant. were 373 U.S. Army captains attending the 9-week CAS3 
training course at furt Leavenworth. These individuals, like those in 
Study I, were assigned by Army personnel to 12- or 13-person groups, 
and 30 of those groups were designated to participate in this study.' 
This sample was completely independent of the Study 1 sample; training 
began about 7 months after the session attended by captains in Study 

7 Ideally. it would have been valuable to have objective evidence 
regarding captains' performance during the CAS3 training (perhaps as 
assessed by the group leader, though these too may have been subject 
to various forms of bias), but by policy these were not available to us. 

, An additional group of 12 captains participated in this study, but 
we discarded these data as 4 members of the group failed to provide 
any information. This rendered the judgment estimates less stable than 
those in the other groups and also signified that the group leader was 
not supportive of the study. In 26 of the other groups, all members 
participated, and in the remaining 4 groups, 1-3 members failed to 
participate. These latter groups were retained in all analyses. 
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1. A description of the sample by sex, race, and branch of service 
appears in Table 3. 

Tbe procedures for this study were generally the same as those in 
Study I, but three key differences were introduced. First, in place of a 
ranking procedure, participants were asked to perfonn a mcxiified Q
sort on members of their group. Specifically, they were asked to think 
about a six-category evaluative system ranging from best to worst. Their 
task was to place t member of their group in the be.'It category and 1 
in the worst, then to place 2 members in the next best category and 2 
in the next worst, and finally to place 3 groupmates in each of the two 
remaining middle categories (if the group contained 13 members, a 4th 
member was to be placed in the third best category). This procedure is 
similar to a ranking task, and therefore we conceptualized it as the 
objective or common-rule assessment in our tests of the shifting stan
dards model. However, because the Q-sort (unlike the ranking task) 
allows for equivalence in placement of some group members, we viewed 
it as a less optimal objective measure. Its inclusion therefore created a 
more conservative testing ground for the shifting standards model (i.e., 
the Q-sort was less distinct from the rating task than was the ranking 
procedure used in Study I). Contributing to the similarity between the 
judgment tasks in this study, the rating procedure also llsed a 1-6 
response format. Thus, the same number of judgment categories was 
available for both the Q-sort and the rating task (in Study I, rankings 
llsed a 12- or 13-point system, whereas ratings used a 5-point system), 

Tbe second major change was that participants did not judge them
selves and each other on a global leadership dimension but ratber made 
two sets of judgments on more specific leadership components-' 'inter
personal skills important to leadership," and "technical/professional 
competence." However, because these judgments were highly correlated 
(rs for Q-sorts and ratings, respectively, were .81 and .86 for judgments 
of others and .67 and .69 for judgments of self) and because nearly 
identical patterns of effect- appeared on each dimension, we combined 
them into a single leadership assessment.' Thus, the critical dependent 
variables in this study were the mean Q-sort and rating score each target 
received from his or her groupmates on these two dimensions (other
judgments) and the mean Q-sort and rating score assigned to self on 
these dimensions (self-judgments). 

The final change was that although judgment data were collected at 
three different points in time, the timing differed slightly from that of 
Study 1. Initial data collection took place near the end of Day 2 of 
training (after introductions and con:o:iderable formal and informal inter
action took place) rather than at Hour I (as in Study I), and tbe second 
data collection took place on Day 10 rather than on Day 15. Time 3 
data collection took place as in Study I, but nonparticipation was a 
serious problem at this point: Of the 30 groups, complete nonparticipa-

Table 3 
Sample Frequencies by Arm, Sex, and Race, Study 2 

Combat arm and sex 

Combat 
Combat Combat Service 

Arms Support Support 

Race Men Women Men Women Men Women Total 

White 88 0 105 19 55 15 282 
Black 12 0 26 10 to 0 58 
Asian I 0 4 0 3 0 8 
Hispanic 2 0 8 3 2 0 15 
Native American 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Other 3 0 3 1 0 1 8 

Total 108 0 146 33 70 16 373 

tion occurred in one group, more than half of the members did not fill 
out questionnaires in 3 groups, and up to one third of the members did 
not complete the Time 3 task in 7 groups. For Ibese reasons, we felt 
that the Time 3 data were suspect and therefore did not include them 
in our analyses (the Time 3 results in no way challenge the conclusions 
of Ibis article). Thus, the data reported here were based on judgments 
of self and groupmates at two points in time-on Days 2 and 10 of the 
course. 

Participants were provided with an alphabetized list of their 
groupmates and performed the judgment tasks in this order: Q-sort on 
interpersonal skills, interpersonal skills rating, Q-sort on technical com
petence, technical competence rating. Although the race, sex, and service 
branch of each captain was available, participants did not provide infor
mation on medals, badges, or year of commissioning, and this informa
lion was not procurable. Thus, the analyses do not include the same 
controls for past awards as were possible in Study l. 

Results and Discussion 

Social Category-Based Ratings and Q-Sort Judgments 
Over Time 

Because of the larger sample size in this study compared with 
Study I, we were able to conduct analyses that simultaneously 
included target race (coded as White vs. non-White 10) and sex. 

However, because of the lack of women in the combat arms and 

the single non-White female service support officer (see Table 
3), we could not include branch of service as an additional 

, The patterns for interpersonal skill and technical competence judg
ments were always in the same direction and nearly always significant 
in each separate analysis; when differences appeared, they were small 
in size (e.g., a p value of <.05 in one analysis might be <.07 in the 
other). To further examine differences in these two sets of jUdgments, 
we entered a leadership component as an additional repeated measure 
in our Sex X Race X Scale X Time analyses described in the Results and 
Discussion section. Almost every interaction F involving the leadership 
component was < I; the only effect that approached significance was a 
Target Sex X Component interaction, F(l, 369) = 3.55, P < .07. 
Judgments of interpersonal skills were unaffected by target sex (Ms = 

.01 and -.002 for female and male targets, respectively), but, consistent 
with stereotypes, women tended to be judged less favorably than men 
on technical competence (Ms = -.15 and .02). This finding cut across 
time and judgment scale and did not change or challenge our discussion 
of higher order interactions (which appeared on each component as well 
as on the combined index) in the Results and Discussion section. 

10 As in Study I, we found some variability across specific minority 
groups in judgments received. The average standardized evaluations re
ceived by White, Asian, Hispanic, Native American, Black, and other 
targets, respectively, were .10, .08, .18, .29, -.49, and -.67. In this 
study, Blacks and "other" minorities were clearly discrepant from 
(judged more negatively than) any other group. For this reason, all the 
analyses reported in the text were recomputed in a variety of ways: (a) 
by comparing Whites with Blacks! others only (deleting the other minor
ity group members), (b) by comparing Whites, Asians, Hispanics, and 
Native Americans with Blacks/others, and (c) by comparing Whites 
and Asians with all other minorities. In general, because Blacks represent 
the largest proportion of our non-'White sample, these various deletions 
and regroupings of the data all produced very similar results (though 
analyses using the White vs. Blacks/others distinction produced stronger 
effects than those reported in the text). For ease of comparison with 
the Study 1 findings, we chose to focus on tbe White/non-White racial 
distinction. 
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variable. We did. howe\tt. control for branch of service as in 
Siudy I by fim regre~~ing judgments on lhi1. variable ( along 
with group ~i7,c) and then analyzinG Ihe n::§idu.al~. Similar \(1 

Study I, the l:\\'t:nti.~ l;om:hltion between branch of ~c and 
judgm.:nt~ rccL'iYCll Wll5 .)0. 1b summarize. the !nelUl Q-SIJrt 
and ralin&: scores (l:\\'tT.1i,-W a(: rO$S judgments IJf technical com
petence and interperso nal skills ) each target received from his 
or her groupmates II were firs! standardized within judgment 
type and acrm;~ time poinL~, regre.o;~ed on bronch of ~n'ice and 
group ~ile. and then submillcd (in n::~iduali7;cd for m) to II Racc 
x Sc:\ X JudL:ilK:nt TYI)(: x lime mixcd-de~ign ANOVA (re
pcHtcd lIIea~un:s 00 the 11I!>1 Iwo fat.'tors) . High numbt,:n; IIgain 
indiellte more favoruble evaluation!>. 

This analysis revealed significant main effects of larget race, 
F( I , 369) - 9.8.5, P <: .01, and target se~, F( I, J6') ; 4 .25, 
f' ..:. .05, as well n~ ~ ignificont Knee x lime. f '( I, 311<) I '" 6.79, 
and Sex x lime, F( I. 369) - 10.71 , inlCl'lIct iu lls (pit < .0 I ) . 
The~c inlcrnction~ wen: nut modcnlled by judgment $em 
(three-wlI)' interat.'tiIJn p~ > .17), but for comparison y,ith 
Study L. the sex effect is depic ted separately for the Q-50n :uu:I 
rating procedures in Figure 4. At Time I. cll.p[ll.ins ~howN. no 
ev idence of ~x bios III either the O-~(m or the ra lin@ [IIsk (Jk::X 
f "r. <. I ). but hy lime 2, the ~e~ effect ..... a<, reliable fo r I!ach 
type of judgment, Fs (1. 3M) _ 7. 14 und 7.96 fur Q-SUftllllll 
rII tinl; . ~ivel)', ptJ < .05. In 1111.: case uf rao:. Time I joog
ments ( colll\psOO ltC-TO!>$ judgment type) indkated a signifiC.1nt 
main efft=ct, F( I. 369) ". 4 .3 1. P < .05, w ith W hites being 
judged more favorably ( M __ .(0) Utan non-White~(M '" -.2 1) ; 
hy Time 2. this cft'ecc: was mrle,niticd. F ( 1, 361,) ., 12.42,]1 <: 
.IKIl ( comparohlc M~ "" .22 and - .30) . Thus, bothsc::..urnl ruu.: 
hills 1I1)01hl), ill r.:n;.II~oo fmrn lime I 10 lime 2. lhough th.:rc WlloS 
IlQ eviJence Ihllt the effocis were stronb'd' un the Q·sotl \'tTSUS 
tke Taling tlllik. 

The c ritical prediction from the shifting staoclards model is 
a "!lrget C ategory x Judg ment Scale interaction. The Sex x 
l'icole effect WIlS not rel iable in thc I)(ef.ent slIIdy, 1\Of was the 
Koce x Scale intl!ractin ll , F~ <: I . Although nllly the latlcr nu ll 

10 

Figm-.' 4. Sell difTet'C'lltiaJ in leadership jUd!!UElII>; u( }!I\Jupmlllc~ hy 
r0:5polU<: ,c ll.l~ umj tiUIO; """inL, Study 2. 

effect replicates Study I findings, the preliem a nalysis did revenl 
a reliable Sex x Mace x Scalc illteraction, F( I. 369) =z- 3.69, 
p < .0.5. As one might C.lpcct bccau~ of the lac,,", of sex bias 
at Time: 1. lhi~ three-way inter.tction was re liable only in tht 
Tin:te 2 data, F ( I. 369) "" 5.01. p < .05, but not at lime I, 
F( l. 369) = 1.00. ns. Pigure 5 depicts the lime 2 interaction 
in terms of the difference between n~n and w(}tncn Oft caeh 
judgment type, !;C:pa.ralely for elICh nu:: iBI Croop ( 'Whilcs and 
non-W11itc~) . Numbers lI00VC zau indiClltc thai male tiUgClS 
were jutlb'Cd more fa vorably Lhan female targets. As can be seen 
in Fil:uro 5, the sis;nature shifting standllrds pattem-~renter 

evidence of sex stereotyping on the common rule men.~ure (Q
son ) th:m on subjective ratings- wQs detected only for White 
target ... Indeed, a Sex X Judgment Type ANOVA incluJinl: only 
White target<; produced a Aignil icllnt intt:rlt(.1.ion, F( 1,280) '" 
J.69, I' "" .Il:'i ; Ihe ~e~ effect Wll ~ rcli<lblc on the Q-son j udg
lIIc.nt~, F( I . 280 ) e 6.54, p < .05, but not on ratings, F( I , 
280) "" 1..15, p ;;. .20. r'Or non-White targets. the comparahle 
analysis indicated a main effect of wget ~.o.:. f ' ( I. HI}) "" :'i.22, 
p < .0.5, but no interaction with judgment tYlll!. F < I. fur 
non-Whit~, the lieX effect wft,<;; rdillhk for both the ,.,.tin&: task 
and the Q-sort (I'S < .05) .n 

Thus, sc::.. WII!> \I!!Cd ItS II basi.s of judgmettl.S of non-W hi te 
ufficcrs- wIJmcrt ..... erej udgcd to be less competent than men
but there was no evidence that judgment standards shifted hy 
sex for these targets. ['Of Whites, however. the ~x-ba. .. N. s.hi fting 
stand3.rds p.1ttern wo.~ docum::nted. We a lso analY1.cd theM:. Ihull 
to ~ if tiler'(: w .... evidence of OIcc·based !>hifting sumda.rds by 
conducting IiCI)/irnte RlICc x Judgment ~ A..'lOVA! for male 
and fCITlIlk: targets; lhc inter..ct ion Wag nonsignificant in both 
cascs. Thus, standards shifted on the basis of sex (for White 
target!) but not on the basis of race. As in Study I. we found 
no evidence that: the number of women in a group (I vs. 2) 
inftuenced judgment fIIlucms (01 1 Fs involving lhis factur < I ). 

Roct! II! j"d~t! t'fft.:/:I.~. Wc al~) c~a lll incd whether tOO r.tce 
of Ihc judb~ IIffu.: too judgme nts nx;civcd by White and non
White 11IrJ.'Ct~ . We scpardh:ly calculated the e\'aluations I3tgets 
rClXivw from their White and non -White groupmales. then sub
mitted the.sc" to a Thrget Race X Target Sex x Time x J udgment 
Type X Judge Race mixed-model ANOVA ( again in reliiduoli7.ed 
form). In :uldition to the effeCL" deiOCrihcd previnmly, this ttll8ly
s i~ indicated a .~igni ii ca .. t TIlTSCt RiIIX x Judge Race interaction, 
F( I , 3(9) c 11.1)(" P c: .01, which WII~ nut moc.lerated b), eith« 
sCltlc IYIM.: ur lime (three-way inttlractiun Fs < 1.40, p s ;;. .20 ) . 
\Vhilc judl;~ evaluated non-Whitt=s ( M ,: - .31) significant ly 
more neg;lIiveiy than W hiles (101 = .20 ) , f( 1.36')) .. 14.2€I, 
P < .001. whereas non-While judge~' evaluation~ were unnf-

" Ink."fj udgl: lIgf'CClTU'll ..... ~ mode.~1 al Time I {mean Croob&:h's os 
.crO!l~ \:"OOps =- .b!oI and .:59. re.speclive ly, foc Q-son 3.Ild f'llling5) ... .:1 
flO\.3bJy higher by Time 2 ( Illcan (.IS - .79 11..'111 .70). 

" III Study I, .... 'c tlit! 11<.11 c~ f1lid tl y IC.'II: fur lhe SeJ X Race )( Judgmenl 
Type mlCfllCtinn. CI\'CI'I nur mull N. After noone tht Study 2 findings, 
hnWf:1,u. we I'CVI$IIcd Smdy 1 10 c.ompute this in:<:f~tioo . n lOugb il 
.... 15 nol statistically retiable. F ( 1. 96) _ 2.05, p < . 16, it wu tht: CII.'!C 
til;J.t the Su X JUdl!lllC1lt Type illlL'flIL'tiun WlOIO ~ ign ifM.:lln l fur Whill. 
tlLl1!Cl>;, F( 1,77) - :'UB. p ..: . O.~, hul nlll f(1r nnn -White tATgm. I' .:: 
I ( n '" 21) . Thu~, hnlh d~ 11I !le l ~ ~eraJly s~pponed me finding ofsn :
M I\IlCI ~131\/1.:lrd ' hifl5 for Wlilte bIll nOl: 10.- non·\Vhi te" tI1l&e"lS. 
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Figurt 5. S r.~ diff~ti~l in lear\erKhip jl,dgmenl$ of woupmares b)' 
t.1fget face and response scale, Time 2 of Study 2. 

feeled by target r::lce, F( I , 369) = l.lO. ns ( compar<lble Ms = 
-.04 and .0 I ). In Srudy I, we found thlll the pro-White: hill.~ 

hy While judges increased over lime; the hick of a lime efleci 
in thi~ ~tudy may be attrihutable In the fnct Ihal linlC 1 data 
c(JlICt:lil)1I look piau:: lifter a UIIY uf inl t."-llc tio ll IUlK)T11,: group 
ruembers ra lhr.:r than on fif'!l.\ meeting. 

Sex 0/ jlldf:e I!jfecrr. Given the larger number of groups in 
this study. it was also possible to examine whether the sex of 
the judge affected the judgments captains received. This analysi~ 
hod to he reW"icted to groups that contained 2 women M) that 
Bny given WOIfwn in a group received evaluati ons fmm Illen and 
1 WOIl'll'UI ; mCII rcu::i~'1X1 I!va l uQlion~ fr(IITI 2 womcII (n~ ... J6 
wonten lind 199 men) . In luklit ion 10 findings n:poneo earlil-T. 
this analysis reVClllcd II significllnt JUllb'C SCJt x Target Sex x 
Time interactiun, F(t, 231) = 5.25. p < .05. Among male 
judges, the Tar~t Sex X TIme interaction was reliable, F( I. 
214 ) = 4.61, P <: .05; among fetnllJe judge~, it was not (f' <: 
I ). Neither male nor female judge,~ llhowed evidence of .<;eX hill.~ 

III Time I (lTll11l:-lcmfl.lc difference .. ,Il l fCJr malc jud8c~ and 

- ,03 for fema le jllJ ecS: Judge Sex x Target Sex intcracl io n, r 
< I) . At Time 2. 11)1; Judge Sex x Target Sex intCfIll-1ion WIIS 

reli"ble, F( L 232) = 6.02, p < ,05. On ly male judgt:::: showoo 
a significant plIUem of in-group bias (m:1le M '" .()4 , felT\..'tle M 
= - .26); female judges tended to judge women nonsignificanlly 
mo~ favorably man men (male ,"" = - .02, female M = ,08, F 
,< I ), Thclle eftecl5 CUt across judgment scale type and support 
a genefQltendeucy toward in-group bias by Tinle 2. particularly 
among l00lc judges. 

Self-RMing and Q-Son Judgm£fl1.f 

Finally, participants' standardized self-judgments on the Q
son and raling (ask ( avernged across the twO dimensions of 
tochnical competence and interpersonal skills) "'ere regressed 
on branch of service and group size, and the resulting residuals 
we~ submitted to a Target Sex x Tatge< Race x Judgment 'TYPe 

x Time x Number of WOEn)n in Gruup millOcJ-mudcl ANOVA 
(compklf: .'Iclf-judgn~nt dJlt}t were avail ",bJc. from 10 women 
in solo 8ruuPS IImj 35 in nunsulu groups ) . There was no e\;
dence that self-juugments varied by race ( F < I ) , but they 
were affected by sex, as evidenced in the ,sex x Judgment Type 
X Number of Women intenlCtion, f"( I , :l"B) .. 6.00, P < ,02 
( no other signifieML effecL~ emerged ) . lime did not moc lL:rllte 
this effect, F( 1,333) .. 2.06, JI < . 16; however. FiJ;un: 6 depic ts 
the datn r;cpnrBtc1y for each time point w lhal comparisons can 
he mac.lc with Study I (sec Figure 3) . The bars in the figure 
reflecl the rrutle- fema le differential in self-judgmems- num
ben: above zero indicate that men's self-judgmen(~ were more 
favomble than women's ~If-judgmenl~ , 

Con~i~telll with the pattern rcporlClI in Stully I, groups in
c1udiu@ .~olo WOIOCU, Iml nut UIO& ilJj,;luJ ing 2 women. produced 
II paUern ~lr ~lIO-b<1 scd judgment shifts in self-ratings: In solo
woman groups, the: male- female difference was marked on the 
Q-sun las.!. but eliminated on the fating task; A separate Sex x 
Race x Time x Judgment 'rype- ANOVA on these sroups re
vealed a significant Sex X Judgment 'Iype intenx:tiou, f -( I , 121) 
= 5.69, P <. .U5. In gmup.~ including 2 women, .'lellO WHJ; n~lt H 
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basis of self-judgments, either as a main effect or in interaction 
with judgment type (Fs < I). Thus, with the larger N of Study 
2, we replicated the Study 1 data regarding gtoups with solo 
women (including the lack of change with time), and found no 
evidence of within-sex standard use in gtoups with 2 women. 

Summary 

The Study 2 data provided a nearly complete replication of 
the central Study 1 findings. First, judgment standards shifted 
on the basis of sex but not race (though only for White targets). 
These findings paint a consistent and remarkable picture: Offi
cers appeared to duplicate Army policy by applying different 
standards to women and men, yet evaluating Whites and non
Whites relative to a single criterion. More on this point appears 
in the General Discussion. Second, patterns of stereotyping in
creased with time, a finding consistent with the stereotypes as 
hypotheses approach (Darley & Gross, 1983). Third, White 
officers showed marked evidence of pro-White bias in target 
evaluations, whereas non-White officers did not reliably distin
guish between the gtoups; men also showed more evidence of 
in-group bias than did women. And finally, self-judgments were 
unaffected by race, but there was clear evidence of sex-based 
shifting standards in self-judgments in groups containing solo 
women. 

General Discussion 

The Army setting in which these data were collected provided 
a meaningful real-world context in which to examine and test 
a number of theoretical extensions of the shifting standards 
model. We predicted that standards were more likely to shift on 
the basis of sex than race; that longitudinal trends in stereotyping 
effects would be more marked on objective than on subjective 
scales; that self-judgments, like other-judgments, would show 
evidence of standard shifts; and that gtoups with solo women 
relative to gtoups with 2 women would show magnified evidence 
of the operation of sex-based shifting standards. The data were 
largely supportive of each of these predictions. 

Sex and Race Bias in Judgments 

Despite changes in procedure and measurement across stud
ies, the data yielded consistent evidence of the use of sex-based 
shifting standards in Army captains' judgments of each others' 
leadership competence. In Study I, the expected shifting stan
dards pattern appeared at all time points (gteater evidence of 
sex bias in rankings than in ratings), and in Study 2, this pattern 
emerged at Time 2, though it was specific to judgments of White 
targets. 

This latter effect should be explored more closely. It is im
portant to note that in both studies, judgments of non-White 
officers were influenced by sex-non-White women were 
judged less competent than non-White men - but there was no 
evidence of differential sex bias on subjective versus common
rule (Q-sort and ranking) scales. This suggests that for non
White targets, subjective judgments were not made with refer
ence to sex-specific standards; instead, the subjective judgment 
scale functioned like the objective scale. Why might this be? If 

the Army's invocation against the use of different race-based 
standards is taken to heart, officers may have been reluctant to 
apply different standards to judge non-White officers. Instead, 
they seem to have applied a single high standard to judge both 
non-White males and females, as evidenced in the lower evalua
tions of non-Whites on both objective and subjective rating 
scales in both studies. Given default values, we assume that the 
standard was most likely based on expectations for White males, 
the prototypical officers in the Army and at CAS3. Use of a 
White male standard for judging non-Whites would allow for 
the revelation of percei~ed differences between men and women 
regardless of the response scale heing used. 

These data indicate that category-based bias will not always 
produce standard shifts that are captured in divergent results on 
objective and subjective scales. In this sense, the findings add an 
important caveat to the shifting standards model: Although the 
shifting standards pattern (gteater evidence of bias on objective 
than subjective scales) indicates that stereotypes are being used, 
a stereotype's influence need not be manifested in this pattern
it can take other forms. In these studies, the race-based judgment 
patterns may have been due to general in-group favoritism or in
group bias (Figure 2). However, racial minorities did not reliably 
show a prominority bias in Study 1, and their judgments tended 
to be pro-White, though not significantly so, in Study 2. It seems 
more likely that captains (particularly White captains) held a 
general antiminority stereotype (e.g., that minorities are less com
petent than Whites) that manifested itself on both objective and 
subjective scales because of the Army's explicit policy and in
struction that race-based standard shifts are inappropriate. A com
mon judgment framework essentially converts the subjective scale 
into a common-rule scale; antiminority stereotyping is then evi
dent regardless of judgment format. 

Although we believe that the Army's differential policy on 
sex- and race-based standards was responsible for the different 
forms that sex and race bias took in this study, further work is 
clearly necessary to better delineate the conditions under which 
standard shifts do and do not follow from the activation of group 
stereotypes. The present research suggests that stereotypes are a 
necessary, though not sufficient, contributor to shifting standards 
effects. Obviously, if no stereotype exists, no differential stan
dards will be called to mind (see also Biernat et al., 1991). 
Similarly, a target person must be categorized as a member of 
a group in order for the gtoup-specific standard to be relevant. 
Given categorization and a relevant stereotype, however, a vari
ety of situational factors may moderate the application of differ
ential judgment standards. 

fur example, differential standard use may be either norma
tively inappropriate (as in the case of raCe in the present study) 
or normatively appropriate (as in the case of sex); the context 
may also dictate the rationality of standard use (e.g., it seems 
both reasonable and kind to evaluate the verbal competency of 
foreign graduate school applicants relative to a lower standard 
than U.S. applicants). Social desirability concerns may he par
ticularly likely to enhance the use of within-group judgment 
standards, as subjective language that is defined in reference to 
a low category standard will be more favorable to the target. In 
some circumstances, the context may impose its own evaluative 
standards that override those suggested by the stereotype (e.g., 
a job may require a specific set of qualifications against which 
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applicants are compared, regardless of their group member
ship). Some standard shifts may also be more habitual. perhaps 
automatic, than others. One can contrast the case of sex-specific 
height standards, which our earlier research indicates are used 
tenaciously (Biernat et aI., 1991; Nelson, Biernat, & Manis, 
1990), with the case of sex-specific athletic standards, which are 
more readily put aside in response to instructional sets (Biernat, 
1995; Biernat & Manis, 1994). 

Furthermore, a variety of other motivational orientations may 
affect the tendency to use differential standards when judging 
members of stereotyped groups. Motives for accuracy or ac
countability may promote the use of a single judgment standard, 
and interdependence or relevance of the target for the self may 
focus perceivers on individuating rather than category attributes 
of the target (e.g., Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990), 
thereby reducing the likelihood that the individual will be 
thought of (and judged relative to) his or her group. On the 
other hand, strong anti-out-group or pro-in-group sentiment 
may be evidenced regardless of the judgment scale (objective 
or subjective) in use; in Study 2, for example, men showed an 
overarching tendency to judge women as less competent than 
men at Time 2. To date, the shifting standards model has been 
largely cognitive in its emphasis; integrating the cognitive mech
anisms of this model with motivational factors seems a worthy 
endeavor. 

Regardless of the specific contributors to judgment in a given 
setting, a central message of the shifting standards model is 
that if researchers seek to accurately assess perceivers' mental 
representations of targets, they should use common-rule (objec
tive) judgment measures whenever possible, These measures 
avoid the interpretational problems that are introduced when the 
meaning of rating units can be adjusted in category-specific or 
idiosyncratic ways. In the present studies, such measures best 
indicated sex bias in leadership perceptions and in self-judg
ments, whereas subjective assessments masked these effects. 
Common-rule measures also suffice in the absence of standard 
shifts, as in the race-based effects described here. Because they 
avoid the potential for within-category meaning shifts (and the 
subsequent difficulty of making cross-group comparisons), 
common-rule assessments such as rankings and externally an
chored judgment units (inches, dollars, hours, test scores) will 
better serve the researcher. 

We should emphasize, however, that these measurement rec
ommendations apply to situations in which researchers are ex
amining judgments of individual members of stereotyped 
groups. When measuring stereotypes of groups as a whole (e.g., 
how good at leadership are men vs. women?), shifting standards 
are not likely to be introduced; rather, judges understand that 
they are to use a single interpretation of the trait dimension such 
that the two groups can be reasonably compared and distin
guished. For this reason, subjective (e.g., Likert-type) measures 
may be quite appropriate for measuring group-level stereotypes 
(see Biernat & Crandall, 1996). Judges are likely to evaluate two 
different groups against a common standard, but two different 
individuals against shifting standards on the basis of their group 
memberships. 

Longitudinal Trends 
Tn both studies, we found a general pattern of increased sex 

stereotyping with time. However, this time effect was not statisti-

cally reliable in Study I, though it appeared most clearly on 
rankings rather than ratings ( consistent with the shifting standards 
model). In Study 2, the pattern of sex-based shifting standards 
for White targets emerged only at Time 2. Both studies also 
supported a clear pattern of increased racial stereotyping with 
time, particularly by White officers. Virtually no race bias was 
evident at Time 1, but by Time 2, non-White officers were dero
gated relative to White officers. These data are clearly inconsistent 
with the hypothesis that contact decreases stereotyping, but are 
quite compatible with the Darley and Gross (1983) suggestion 
that stereotypes serve as initial hypotheses, which require behav
ioral information to confirm. At Time 1 of Study I, when partici
pants were strangers, there was mild evidence of sex stereotyping 
and no evidence of racial stereotyping. By Time 2 (3 weeks 
later), evidence of these stereotypes was in full bloom (and Time 
2 to Time 3 comparisons indicated slight further increases in these 
stereotyping trends). At Time I of Study 2, when participants had 
known each other for roughly 2 days, no sex and little race bias 
was evident; by Day 10, however, women and non-Whites were 
judged more negatively than men and Whites. To the extent that 
perceivers require behavioral evidence before they are willing or 
able to express their stereotypes, the data from Study 2 suggest 
that 2 days' acquaintance are not sufficient -after 2 days, partici
pants were no more biased by sex stereotypes than they were at 
zero acquaintance in Study 1. 

Self-Judgments and Context Effects 

The present data additionally suggest that the shifting stan
dards model can be applied to the domain of self-judgments 
(see also Biernat, Manis, & Kobrynowicz, 1997). Similar to 
the pattern documented for judgments of others, pro-male bias 
in self-judgments was stronger on rankings and Q-sorts than on 
ratings, particularly in groups that included only I woman. We 
believe that women and men engaged in a process of self-stereo
typing along gender lines. On common-rule scales (rankings, 
Q-sort), this stereotyping was revealed in a straightforward 
fashion-women judged themselves as less competent than men 
judged themselves. On subjective scales (ratings), self-stereo
typing was manifested in captains' judgments of themselves 
relative to their sex category-women evaluated themselves 
relative to women, and men to men, resulting in decreased sex 
differentiation in judgments. 

Thus, just as perceivers may evaluate a female groupmate 
whom they ranked low in leadership competence as subjectively 
"good (for a woman)," they may also apply similar reasoning 
to evaluations of themselves. The intensification of this pattern 
in groups that included only I woman was likely due to the 
heightened salience of sex as a judgment cue. Solo women may 
have been particularly likely to view themselves as women (i.e., 
as stereotypically low in leadership competence), resulting in 
low self-placement in the Q-sort array and in (higher) subjective 
evaluation relative to other women. Men in groups with only I 
woman may also have been more likely to self-categorize as 
men, resulting in relatively high self-placement in the Q-sort 
and (lower) subjective evaluation relative to other men. 

Solo status did not, however, affect how women and men 
were judged by their groupmates; there was no evidence in 
either study that solo women were more strongly stereotyped 
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than nonsolo women. Perhaps to perceivers, a I: 12 women-to
men ratio makes sex no more salient than a 2: 11 ratio, particu
larly in the broader military context where women are always 
a small minority. But when judging the self, the solo woman is 
particularly likely to be cognizant of her sex and, therefore, 
likely to self-stereotype (Mullen, 1983). These findings point 
to the need for further research on how context may differen
tially affect the salience of category cues for judgments of others 
versus the self. More generally, the self-judgment data indicate 
that the shifting standards model may aid in understanding and 
elaborating on the processes and outcomes of social comparison 
and self-stereotyping. 

Conclusion 

The present data simultaneously support, extend, and delimit 
the shifting standards model. Both studies replicated a pattern 
of sex-based shifting standards in judgments of others and dem
onstrated that self-judgments are similarly affected by differen
tial standard use. At the same time, the fact that racial stereotyp
ing occurred without the operation of differential standards indi
cates that the use of within-category judgment standards is not 
an automatic consequence of stereotype activation (see Biernat 
et a\., 1998). More important, these studies demonstrated that 
contextual factors-for example, the military's normative struc
ture and policy regarding standard use, the number of category 
members present in a group-may either nullify or intensify 
the tendency for individuals to use within-category judgment 
standards. 

At an applied level, these data indicate that sex and, in a 
different manner, race remain important distinguishing charac
teristics among advanced Army officers. Judgments of 
groupmates' leadership competence were biased by both of 
these cues, and sex affected self-judgments as well. In the con
fines of our data collection procedures, we could not tease apart 
the precise mechanism by which these categories affectedjudg
ments, though potential candidates include biased or confirma
tory information processing and limited opportunity for women 
(and perhaps to a lesser extent, racial minorities) to demonstrate 
leadership skills in the context of the course. Though we favor 
the former account, further work in both military and other 
contexts should seek to establish the precise processes through 
which stereotypes and standard shifts exert their influence on 
judgment and behavior. 
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